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Introduction
The family of mammalian metallothioneins (MTs) is characterized by small molecular weight (6) (7) (8) , high cysteine content (∼30%), and the absence of disulfide bonds as well as the general lack of aromatic amino acids. MT [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] was first isolated in 1957 as a curious cadmium-containing protein in the horse kidney cortex. 6 MTs have now been isolated from a very large number of different organisms throughout Nature. 2, 7 While mammalian MTs are the best studied MTs, plant MTs have also become a focus of great interest in recent years. [8] [9] [10] There are 4 major mammalian MT isoforms, MT1-MT4, and a number of sub-isoforms with very similar sequences. The expressions of MT1 and MT2 can be induced by a variety of factors, especially heavy metals; [11] [12] [13] MT1 is primarily found in the kidneys 14 and MT2 in the liver, but both are constitutively expressed. 15, 16 The other two isoforms, MT3 and MT4, are less inducible and are found in the central nervous system 17 and the squamous epithelial tissue, 18 respectively. All four isoforms contain 20 cysteine residues, which share Cys-X-Cys, Cys-Cys or Cys-X-X-Cys metal binding motifs. 19 MT can bind a vast array of metals, essential as well as toxic, such as Zn 2+ , Cu + , Cd 2+ , Hg 2+ and As 3+ to name a few. Depending on the electron configuration of the metal, stoichiometries from M 7 -MT to MT 20 -MT have been reported. 4 Its ability to bind a variety of metals, especially d 10 metals, resulted in suggested roles in metal homeostasis and heavy metal detoxification within the cell. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] It is also a proposed facilitator chaperoning metals to metal-dependent enzymes and metalloproteins, [26] [27] [28] and finally it has been suggested to be active in protecting cells against oxidative stress. [29] [30] [31] Recently, its role in intercepting metallodrugs 32 and in controlling metals in Alzheimer's disease 33 has suggested wider roles in vitro.
We have consulted many published resources and have referenced as many as we felt reasonable in this review to provide a general detailed insight into the complex biologically important chemistry of the metallothioneins. These reviews and research reports stretch back to the 1960 paper by Kägi and Vallee 34, 35 and include the series of monographs from the Metallothionein Conferences, numerous reviews and many thousands of research publications. Here we cite a small sample that will provide the reader with guidance on both the historical developments and the current state of knowledge. The listed papers are just a small sample of those published and omission from our reference list is based on space rather than significance and we apologise to those authors of material we have omitted based simply on space restrictions.
While the majority of published reviews mostly discussed function, 11, [36] [37] [38] structure 2,3,5,39-43 and/or stoichiometry, 4, [44] [45] [46] [47] we will in this review concentrate on the efforts that have been made to elucidate the metalation mechanism of MT. Recently, a long series of papers from our group have described metalation reaction rate constants and determined the individual binding constants for different metals and characterized the pH dependence of these constants. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] This review concerns not only our own perspective on the determination of the individual parameters which are necessary to fully understand the binding mechanism of different metals, but also recent work, particularly concerning metalation pathways of Zn 2+ and Cu + to metallothionein. We have focused in our work on extracting binding constants from ESI-MS data. We have also extracted conformational information, especially on the partially metalated proteins, from, initially, molecular dynamics studies, and later from cysteine modification studies, where we have associated the non-normal distribution of the stepwise modification reactions as measured by ESI-MS methods with the differential shielding of cysteines as a result of folding. 43, 56, 57 Finally, we have over the last 20 years attempted to understand how these quite remarkable natural molecules work. While the down to earth parameters we have reported are vital parameters, as this is a Perspective review, allow me to stand in awe at these natural molecules that can twist and turn to absorb so many different metals into structures and that in many cases exceed inorganic chemistry in their complexity. lack of secondary and tertiary structures in the metal-free protein means that circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is not particularly informative about the apoprotein, and finally because the apoprotein is so dynamic with little formal structure, NMR analysis is precluded. 58 This lack of quantifiable structure has made the establishment of the initial state in the MT metalation pathway difficult. Recently, various mass spectrometric techniques have been employed to overcome the difficulties in studying the apo-MT structure including ion mobility, 59 MS/MS 60 and differential cysteine modification. 57 We now know that at neutral pH the apoprotein adopts a more compact structure, its native structure, under nearly physiological conditions that facilitate faster Cd 2+ binding kinetics 56 compared to low pH. However, MS data typically do not give detailed information on metal coordination geometry; coordination numbers are left to EXAFS, NMR and X-ray diffraction studies.
Metals commonly associated with MT, including Zn 2+ , Cd 2+ , Cu + , Hg 2+ , and As 3+ , are coordinated solely by cysteinyl thiols in either digonal, trigonal or tetrahedral coordination geometries. The process of metal binding dramatically changes the structure of this highly dynamic protein. Metal binding introduces new chromophores that facilitate spectro-scopic characterization. Most commonly used is the UV-visible absorption spectrum that includes bands in the 220-320 nm region arising from ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT). Also, NMR spectroscopy, both proton and metal based, becomes useful as the metalated protein is far less dynamic than the apo-form. One major issue with a protein that binds multiple metals is that the chromophoric identities of each metal overlap so that the spectral data are the average of all species and are difficult to separate into a stepwise sequence that is necessary for mechanistic analysis. As we will show in this review, ESI-MS data are invaluable in mechanistic studies because all species in the reaction between apo-MT and metals are observed simultaneously. Significantly, the relative concentration can be calculated and used in a traditional manner to obtain binding and rate constants. This means that we are using ESI-mass spectral data in a semi-quantitative manner where calibration anchors the quantitative values. This is much like the use of atomic absorption spectrometry and its reliance on standards.
Optical methods (UV-visible absorption, CD and emission spectroscopy). The first reports on metalated MT involved Cd 2+ because its LMCT band is located at 250 nm which, in the absence of aromatic amino acids, is easy to measure and became a characteristic marker for Cd-MT in chromatographic separations (K f -values are listed in the tables below). 3, 6 This 250 nm band also identified the formation of the Cd-(S CYS ) n metal binding site because of the appearance of a strong chiral band in the CD spectrum. 61 Fig. 1 illustrates well the lack of absorption above 230 nm in rabbit liver apo-MT 2a and the very low absorbance above 240 nm for Zn 7 -MT 2A, which together allowed the LMCT thiolate to Cd 2+ band at 250 nm to be used for quantitatively determining Cd-loading. The CD spectrum adds significantly more information because, unlike the absorbance that increases linearly with Cd-loading up to 7, the CD chirality changes in a non-linear fashion representing the effect of metal-speciation first from the isolated CdCysS 4 sites and then from cluster formation on the overall structure of the whole peptide. This is discussed in much more detail towards the end of this review in Section 2.4. It is clearly apparent from the two CD spectra in Fig. 1 that the development of the chiral Cd-S CYS binding site as a function of Cd 2+ loading (1-7) is quite different. Addition of Cd 2+ to the apo-MT 2A results in the immediate development of a strong and typical exciton-coupled spectrum arising from the formation of the Cd 2+ -S CYS cluster that results in 2 pairs of tetrahedrally-coordinated Cd 2+ in the [Cd 4 (S CYS ) 11 ] 3− cluster. The inset shows how the maximum in the chiral signal is centred on 250 nm (note that in the exciton split CD signal the absorption band maximum is at the cross-over point of the CD band). The formation of the α-domain-located cluster is pH dependent and occurs with the first Cd 2+ added with a pH below 7.0 (see the figures at the end of this review) as described by Irvine et al. 52 The remaining 3 Cd 2+ form stepwise the [Cd 3 (S CYS ) 9 ] 3− βdomain cluster. The lack of exciton coupling means that the CD spectral motif is both weak and centred on the absorption maximum of 250 nm, slightly distorting the spectral envelope. conference will take place in May 2019. Three areas of research are of current focus: (i) the metal binding mechanism and structural properties in the human protein metallothionein, (ii) the electronic properties of tetrapyrroles and (iii) the mechanism of action of the Isd heme transport proteins in the human pathogenic Staphylococcus aureus bacterium. Key tools included ESI-mass spectrometry, CD, magnetic CD, and emission spectroscopy, together with the theoretical methods required to assist interpretation, including molecular dynamics for proteins, and DFT-based techniques for the tetrapyrroles. He has published over 250 papers on these topics. His work is funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
The right hand side spectral data show the absorption and CD spectral changes when Cd 2+ is added to the fully saturated Zn 7 MT 2A. Again, the CD spectral data provide wonderful insight into changes taking place in the metal binding regions. The complex CD spectral patterns show that the [Cd 4 (S CYS ) 11 ] 3− cluster does not actually form until the very last Cd 2+ is added. Before that, the spectral bands at each step show that mixed Zn-Cd binding takes place. Only recently with detailed ESI-MS data has the mechanism of this beautiful metal-replacement reaction become clear. Pinter et al. 52 reported that the binding constants for each of the 7 sites for the incoming Cd 2+ were distributed in declining magnitude between both the α and β domains established initially by the 7 Zn 2+ . The metalation mechanism is quite different when the Zn 2+ are present. Without the Cd 2+ binding to apo-MT 2A it would not be obvious what is going on.
CD spectral data provide detailed information during metal titrations of the protein, with the appearance of maxima, minima and isodiochroic points associated with the formation of specific species. The change in protein structure changes the CD spectral intensity whereas the actual chromophore changes the band maximum. Clearly in the data shown in Fig. 1 for Cd 2+ binding to both apo-MT 2A and the Zn 7 -MT 2A, the absorbance at 250 nm simply increases to give a shoulder (on the edge of the peptide absorption of the protein). The CD spectrum on the other hand grows to a single envelope for the apo-MT 2A as discussed above. Fig. 2 shows what happens when Cd 2+ replaces Zn 2+ in Zn 7 -MT using the 3D view to track the spectral changes seen in Fig. 1 (right) . Now there are a series of species that form as the Cd 2+ replaces Zn 2+ more or less isostructurally and the band maximum shifts due to the difference in LMCT energy between the two metals. While these data were recorded at room temperature, we have reported that there is a significant temperature dependence when Cd 2+ is added to Zn 7-MT 2A that we assigned to the thermally-induced rearrangement in the peptide chain as a function of the change in cluster dimensions. 61 These changes in overall structure are far more pronounced when metals that can change their coordination number, and hence geometry, bind to the 20 cysteines of MT. For example, the titration of Cu + into Zn-MT showed the presence of a number of maxima that were associated with the apparent formation of specific stoichiometric minima for Zn : Cu : S CYS in the forming Cu, Zn-MT, Fig. 3 . The metalation is highly temperature dependent, with increasing temperatures allowing fast rearrangement to the thermodynamically favorable structures (D).
Similar large changes in the CD spectra as a function of environment are seen with Hg 2+ , Fig. 4 , under 4 different conditions. (A) Hg 2+ was added to apo-MT 2 at pH 7, showing clear formation of Hg 7 -MT 2A, but this ( presumably) clustered species collapses with the addition of further Hg 2+ , forming possibly a stoichiometrically-relevant species with 11 Hg 2+ . The spectra in (B) confirm the formation of both the 7 and 11 Hg:MT species when Hg 2+ was added to the Zn 7 MT 2A. Here "0" shows the CD spectrum of the Zn 7 -MT 2A with a maximum near 230 nm. Like the data shown in Fig. 1 , the prearranged or prealigned structure of the MT peptide significantly alters the thermodynamically and kinetically accessible binding sites for the incoming metal. The ionic strength plays an important role as is shown in (C), where at low pH in the presence of high chloride ion concentrations a protein species forms with 18 Hg 2+ characterized by a very strong CD spectrum that we assigned as being supermetalated. Much more recently, Rigby-Duncan et al. 77 and Sutherland et al. 48, 78 using CD, ESI-MS and 113 Cd NMR methods characterized Cd 5 -α MT 1A and Cd 8 -MT 1A as supermetallated species. Finally, the solvent also influences MT metalation: in (D) the solvent was changed to 50% glycol and now the Hg 2+ was added to Zn 7 -MT as shown by its strong positive CD spectrum labelled "0" at 230 nm. The Hg 2+ forms only the Hg 11 -MT species before the protein unfolds and all structure is lost. [62] [63] [64] The CD spectral data illustrate the complexity of metalation and the difference between the absorption and CD traces illustrates the effect that metal binding has on the orientation of the peptide chain. While the absorption spectrum is dependent on the LMCT band and increases as a function of metal loading, it cannot report on major changes in the structure of the binding site(s). However, CD spectroscopy is sensitive to changes in the wrapping of the peptide around the bound metalthe metal-induced folding described for MT by Duncan & Stillman in 2006. 66 The CD spectral intensity arises from the chirality of the peptide as dictated by the selection of cysteines required to bind each metal with the wavelength dependent on the origin of the electronic transition. For the data reported in Fig. 3 , the optical transitions are charge transfer in origin, between the Cu + and the thiolate of the cysteines. The selection of structures is thermodynamically controlled and changes as a function of metal loading as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 . Despite assigning at that time specific metal-to-protein ratios with spectral features, results reported much more recently based on detailed, stepwise metal loading experiments monitored by ESI-MS show that for each specific metal : protein ratio, a range of ratios centered on the average metal added exist. The spectral properties are then dominated by the species with the strongest signal, which can distort the analysis. The data described at the end of this review allow more specific assignments to be made. In the end, everything depends on the relative magnitudes of the equilibrium binding constants (where cooperativity requires a larger value compared with the adjacent values) and the spectroscopic motif intensity for each structure formed. The CD spectral data shown for Cd 2+ binding ( Fig. 1 and 2 ), Cu + binding ( Fig. 3 ) and Hg 2+ binding ( Fig. 4 ) clearly demonstrate how the respective metalation reactions with the 20 cysteines of MT 2A involve both different structural motifs (between the beads of isolated metal-thiolate units; see the description of Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ binding [52] [53] [54] ) and clusters. The wavelengths of the band maxima change as a function of the coordination environments of the metal, particularly the coordination number. So, the CD data for the Cd 2+ -metalation in Fig. 1 and 2 are relatively straightforward, the coordination geometry for beads and clusters remains tetrahedral, but as mentioned above, the CD spectrum is dominated by the electronic exciton coupling between pairs of coordinated Cd 2+ in the [Cd 4 (S CYS ) 11 ] 3− cluster in the α-domain. On the other hand, the coordination geometry for Cu + with thiolates is well known to change, with tetrahedral, trigonal and diagonal geometries all reported. Each of these geometries are characterized by charge transfer transitions of different energies, resulting in the CD data of Fig. 3 where the data red shift with the formation of the Cu 15 -MT species. This clearly (and also logically) indicates the change in coordination geometry from the trigo-nal expected for Cu 12 -MT to diagonal. Finally, in the CD data for Hg-MT to be described in Fig. 4 , we see an even more dramatic effect of the change in coordination geometry with the Hg : MT ratios of 7, 11 and 18 each resulting in specific structures with individual band maxima and CD motifs. As the number of Hg 2+ bound increases past 11 Hg : MT ( Fig. 4B and D), analysis of the CD spectral data suggests that the size of the formed clusters exceeds the stable conformation, meaning that the structure collapses but still binds Hg 2+ but not in the well-defined clusters of those "magic numbers", 4 so the chirality is not well-defined either and the CD spectral intensity is, therefore, negligible. However, at an Hg : MT ratio approaching 18 ( Fig. 4C ), another structure forms with a different band maximum, suggesting another change in coordination geometry with the 18 Hg 2+ coordinated in a well-defined structure to the 20 cysteines.
We shift now to other spectroscopic methods: first to the use of emission spectroscopy, then NMR, and finally, for the remaining examples, to the remarkable detail of ESI-mass spectral data.
Common use of emission spectroscopy has been limited to Cu-MTs, although there have been reports from Ag-, Pt-and Au-containing MTs. 3, 67 The first report by Beltramini and Lerch 68, 69 identified the presence of an emission band near 600 nm when a Cu + containing MT was excited at 280 nm. This remarkably wide Stokes shift arises from the intersystem crossing populating metal based atomic orbitals. The general nature of the emission properties of Cu-MT was established by many groups and allowed the stoichiometry of Cu : MT to be determined during Cu + titrations. 65, 70 The emission intensity did not simply increase as a function of Cu + loading; rather it increased in a non-linear fashion to a maximum, and then decreased upon further addition of Cu + . This unusual pattern can be explained by the initial formation of Cu-S clusters that exclude water and, therefore, enhance the long lived excited state population, followed by protein unfolding at high Cu : MT ratios exposing Cu + to water. The lifetime of the Cu n -MT excited state at 600 nm was found to be about 5 microseconds. 71 This short phosphorescence lifetime points to the presence of Cu + atomic orbitals as the origin of the emission. 72 It is noteworthy that the emission intensity provides a direct indication of the extent of cluster formation in Cu-MTs. Emission spectroscopy can be used as an indirect measure of the structure since compact cluster structures shielded from the solvent have a high emission intensity compared with the unclustered and solvent exposed conformations. This also implies that each metal must have an individual binding constant (K f ) that represents the incremental stepwise reaction of Cu n MT + Cu → Cu n+1 MT. However, a more precise method is needed to resolve individual species present in solution and determine the value of these individual K f 's and this is described below using ESI-mass spectral data for these same titrations. Fig. 5 illustrates the spectral changes that take place with titrations at 2 temperatures. 70 In (A) at 10°C, a maximum at 12 Cu + added to the Zn 7 -MT 2 was reached through a steadily increasing signal. However, at 40°C, the first 6 Cu + resulted in very little signal. This was interpreted in the paper as being due to the increased mobility of the Cu + so that at low temperatures the Cu + was essentially trapped in the kinetic product, whereas at the higher temperatures the Cu + could rearrange and that thermodynamic product was not emissive. Exploiting the change in emission intensity, Salgado et al. 67 probed the structural properties of Cu + in the presence of a competing metal Ag + . The key to these kinetic studies was that at room temperature the emission recorded is from the Cu-S coordination alone as Ag-S N only emits at 77 K. The 77 K spectra therefore, were a mixture. These titrations have recently been reported using ESI-MS in parallel to follow the speciation of Cu + when added to the 20 cysteines in apo-MT at room temperature. 49 NMR spectroscopy. Analysis of 113 Cd-NMR spectral data first provided evidence for the two clusters of Cd 7 MT. 73 Later, analysis of the 2D 1 H-NMR data provided the structural information to link the two domains. 74 The orientation of the domains was also established by the single X-ray crystal structure reported in 1991 by Robbins et al. 75 Thus, the NMR and X-ray data established the well-known two domain, dumbbell structure of mammalian MTs, which have been recently used as a template for Ag nanoclusters. 76 However, the presence of the two domains dominated the spectral interpretation in a way that may have confused the determination of the metal binding mechanism.
We feel it necessary to emphasize that the clustered domains only exist in MT when the metal loading is high. It appears from experimental data reported to date that there is no mechanism specifically driving metals to any particular coordinating cysteine until clustering is required to accommodate the additional incoming metals. 50 We mean by this that there are thermodynamically favored ratios of metal-to-cysteine that are surprisingly flexible in their values compared with typical metal-binding sites in proteins. Only when the number of metals available to bind to the MT cysteines exceeds the isolated structures possible with cysteines do structures form with different arrangements of bridging cysteinyl thiolates because even then the equilibrium binding constants are still very high. MS-MS data are likely the route to determining if there is a single cysteine as the first in apo-MT bound to an incoming metal.
The property of coordinating an additional Cd 2+ was first reported by Duncan et al. for the supermetalated Cd 5 -α domain fragment 77 and later by Sutherland et al. 78 for the supermetallated Cd 4 -β domain fragment emphasizing the flexibility of the MT peptide. The initial confirmation of these NMR reports came from the CD spectrum of the Cd 5 -α-MT 77 because the 5 th Cd 2+ was shown not to be a simple adduct on the outside of the [Cd 4 (S CYS ) 11 ] 3− cluster because the CD spectral motif for the exciton split bands centered on 250 nm was replaced by a strong CD motif that was itself centered on the 250 nm band maximum of the LMCT band. The CD spectrum for the first few Cd 2+ in Fig. 1B also identifies the presence of this non-clustered Cd 2+ . 113 Cd-NMR studies coupled with CD spectral data showed that new clusters had formed in the α and β domain fragments. The 113 Cd-NMR spectrum of the "supermetalated" Cd 8 MT, Fig. 6 , illustrates how the protein can rearrange to accommodate an 8 th Cd 2+ , forming a single super cluster under conditions of excess cadmium. 48 Detailed ESI-mass spectral data established that the Cd 8 -MT 1A was the dominant species. For each of these new species, molecular modeling provided reasonable structures.
The optical and NMR techniques provided a wealth of information about the metalated MTs and their metalation and demetalation reactions; however, it was clear that these spectroscopic methods report on averages, that is, the spectral data are the sum of the spectral data for all individual species present. To some extent worse, each species will have its own signal intensity so the averaged observed spectra may not and probably do not represent the weighted average of the fractions of the species present. This ambiguity greatly affects the determination of thermodynamic properties that depend on a specific M : protein ratio. So, the CD spectra recorded during the stepwise addition of Cd 2+ , Cu + , and Hg 2+ to Zn 7 -MT in Fig. 2 -5 are averages. The problem is that we do not have any guide as to the breadth of the averages, so although the overall changes are unambiguous and the final saturated products are understandable, the paths to the final products are not as usable as we would like. Particularly, these data do not allow the determination of the relative individual step binding constants with accuracy or precision. The data described from now on using ESI-MS techniques resolved this problem leading to both kinetic rate constants and equilibrium binding constants. The kinetic data for As 3+ binding to apo-MT 1A 79, 80 firmly established that ESI-MS spectral data could be used in a semiquantitative manner to extract precise binding constants and from there, precise but relative equilibrium binding constants. The extreme of those data are the 20 binding constants for Cu + binding to apo-MT 1A described below, which clearly shows the presence of the cooperatively formed clusters during the stepwise addition of the Cu + . 49 ESI mass spectrometry. ESI-MS has revolutionized the study of metalloproteins because of its resolving power and the ability to distinguish all species present in solution along with their relative abundance. This is especially useful for the study of MTs where each metalation event can be monitored by the changes in the spectra which correspond to the mass of the metal being investigated. The ionization method is soft, meaning that the energies involved do not fragment the metallocomplex and it is generally believed that the ions detected in the mass spectrum closely match those in the solution. Data presented here from published papers strongly support this view. From these relative abundances, kinetic, equilibria and thermodynamic constants can be determined. Fig. 7 illustrates the details that can be obtained from even a simple titration of metal into a protein. In this titration, Cd 2+ was added to apoα-MT 1 at pH 8. As we have shown recently 52 at this pH the Cd 2+ adds in a distributed fashion forming isolated binding sites (B-E) before forming the clustered Cd 4 S 11 -MT product (F). 81 The presence of all four metalated species at the metal loadings in D and E emphasizes how optical and resonance techniques will record spectra of averages. The data of Irvine and Stillman 52 to be described below clearly account for the observation of the non-cooperatively formed, individuallybound Cd 2+ , the beads, 54 because cooperative cluster formation only begins to dominate as a mechanistic pathway below pH 7. A less obvious but strikingly important property of the apo-α-MT 2A revealed only through ESI-mass spectra is found in the 1 st two spectra, A and B. The apo-α-MT exhibits a maximum charge state at +7, at pH 8. The deconvoluted spectrum (on the right) shows the single mass at 4082 Da of the metal-free MT. The surprising effect of metalation is that with only 0.8 mole equivalents of Cd 2+ added the charge states are dominated by the +4 species, which remains dominant throughout the metalation. Our explanation is that metalation of the apo-α-MT even by one Cd 2+ induces folding, reducing the surface area and thereby reducing the dominant charge state to +4. Our interpretation of the missing +7 from the remaining apo-α-MT is that the apo-α-MT associates with the metalated protein and in so doing folds. Confirmation of this interpretation remains for future studies. It does, though, suggest how the apo-MT can survive in the aerobic solutions following translation because the charge state change implies that the protein cysteines will be buried, a conclusion Rigby-Duncan et al. came to from modeling and kinetic studies. 81 The Fenselau group were among the first to apply ESI-MS to metallothioneins in the early 1990s and showed that the method could be used semi-quantitatively. 82 These studies established the use of ESI-MS for the qualitative monitoring of metal exchange and determination of kinetic parameters. [83] [84] [85] Thus, the groundwork was laid for a technique that would revolutionize our understanding of the mechanistic details of metal binding by metallothionein.
Stoichiometry
The original metallated-MTs that were studied in detail were Cd-MTs and the NMR data clearly showed that the stoichiometric ratio was 7 M 2+ : 1MT. These divalent metals were tetrahedrally coordinated solely by cysteinyl thiols so that the two domains were written as M 3 S 9 for the β-domain and M 4 S 11 for the α-domain. The situation was not as clear for Cu + binding because up to 20 Cu + could be seen spectroscopically. Overall, Cu 12 MT was accepted as the equivalent to the M 7 MT of the divalent metals with more than 12 Cu + considered by some to be "supersaturated". 38 The same stoichiometry was assigned to Ag-MT. 86 However, spectroscopic titrations for the last 30 years have suggested that a number of M : MT ratios are possible. Fig. 8 shows the two familiar structures for the Cd 3 S 9 and Cd 4 S 11 clusters in the βand α-domains, respectively, together with the proposed structures found during the titration of Cu + into apo-MT 1, 49 the first formed being Cu 6 S 9 in the β-domain, followed by Cu 4 S 6 in the α-domain when 10 Cu + had bound, a further 10 Cu + binding finally formed Cu 20 -MT an unwound loosely folded structure. 49 In the CD data described above for Hg 2+ , Fig. 4 , we showed that at least 3 different clustered structures can form when Hg 2+ is titrated into the apo-protein. Table 1 summarizes the reported stoichiometric ratios for a range of MT species and metals. While the mammalian proteins have 20 cysteines, MTs from other organisms have varying numbers of cysteines and we have noted this in the table. Also, while the mammalian MTs bind using cysteines, metal binding in plant and bacterial MTs can involve histidine coordination. [87] [88] [89] It is clear from the data extracted from the published reports that many M : MT ratios are possible and the most convincing are those determined by ESI-MS because exact masses of all species in solution are obtained. Spectroscopic titrations rely on careful sequential addition of metals which can be inaccurate due to precipitation and oxidative reactions. It should also be noted that in optical spectroscopy, solution averages are measured and using analytical techniques such as atomic absorption and ICP-OES only provides a ratio of the total metal content to an estimate of the protein content without direct connection.
Kinetics
The reports of the kinetic rate constants by our group have established that important quantitative binding data could be determined from time and temperature resolved ESI-mass spectral data. 79, 80 Table 2 shows a summary of the reported rate constants for metal binding to MT.
Up until the establishment of the As 3+ -MT binding kinetics, it was considered by many that the metals bound at a single rate and with a single binding constant (K f ) in a more or less cooperative fashion. This was due in part to experimental limitations of the stopped-flow spectrophotometers where the complete set of metalation reactions was essentially finished within the dead time of the instrument. 92 The extreme speed in which spectroscopically active metals (such as Cd 2+ or Cu + ) bind to MT made the individual binding kinetics difficult to determine. The Shaw and Petering groups led in attempts to overcome the difficulty of measuring the fast kinetics of the metal binding reaction to the apo-protein by investigating the demetalation reaction with EDTA, monitored by NMR. 93 In addition, the slower metal exchange between Zn 7 -MT and Cd 2+ was monitored by stopped flow. 94 Furthermore, the kinetics of metal displacement by covalent cysteine modification were also determined. 95 More recent studies by the Russell group showed that metalation/demetalation occurs through very similar pathways yielding identical intermediates in the case of Cd 2+ binding to human MT 2A. 60 The kinetics of slower binding metal complexes such as cisplatin were determined in the early 2000s by HPLC, atomic absorption and UV-visible absorption spectroscopy. 96 This paved the way for the study of As 3+ because its unusually slow binding kinetics was perfectly suited for kinetic analysis by ESI-MS.
The As 3+ binding data ( Fig. 9 ) showed that the As 3+ bound sequentially to the full-length protein. 79, 80, 85 The six rate constants followed a statistical trend where they decrease almost linearly as the binding sites are filled. With no rigid structure defining the binding sites, the incoming metal simply selects a thermodynamically reasonable combination of cysteines to bind to the protein. The rate constant trend can be associ-ated directly with a trend in the six equilibrium binding constants, the K f -, when we assume that the off-rate is similar for each arsenic. When K f = k on /k off and k off is constant, the trend in k on is the same as that in K f . In the data reported for As 3+ , it was clear that the first As 3+ bound with a much greater K f than the last. The distinction between individual binding constants has more important biological significance for zinc and copper where donation to metalloenzymes is governed by the weakest individual binding constant and not the average binding constant of M x MT (x = 7 M 2+ , 12 M + ). The importance of the kinetic results for As 3+ with respect to our group's work to determine binding constants cannot be overstated. The individual rate constants fell on a welldefined trend line for the 3 As 3+ binding steps to the two isolated domain fragments, for the 6 As 3+ binding steps to the full 20 cysteines in MT 97, 98 and even for the 9 and 10 As 3+ binding steps to the 27 and 33 cysteines of triple βand α-MT, 85 respectively. This almost linear trend for the 20 cysteines of the native apo-MT was strong evidence that the apo-MT peptide acted like a multiple-binding site chelator. This meant we should expect, thermodynamically and statistically, that there would be as many binding constants as metals that bound and that these would trend lower unless there were special products that enhanced cooperative behavior. As we show clearly in the next sections, "special" products are indeed formed. When clustered structures are the thermodynamically favored product then the binding constants for those products distort the expected trend to lower values as the number of metals bound increases, or as the number of available sites diminishes. Indeed, the summary of the rate constants in reference 85 (K f -values are listed in the tables below) is extremely interesting. The rate constants represent the reaction at each step when following a linear trend line. They indicate binding in a similar fashion to fewer and fewer sites, and when there is deviation we can deduce conformational changes occurring. As an example, the binding of the first As 3+ is associated with a smaller rate constant than subsequent As 3+ , which we have assessed as being due to the tight wrapping of the metal-free apoproteins. We have considered this in modelling studies as well. 57,66,99-101
Equilibrium binding affinities
The experimental data shown in Tables 1-3 highlight the promiscuous nature of metal binding to MT. What is clear is that there is no specific metal binding site in the traditional sense of a well-formed set of coordinating amino acids that typically accept metals with the same geometry. Examples of this would include Zn 2+ binding to carbonic anhydrase and the Zn-finger proteins, where the binding site is close to tetrahedral. 132, 133 When binding affinities are discussed with respect to MT, it should be clear that the values do not correspond to a specific site but to the binding of the n th metal to M n−1 MT, wherever that may take place. The individual binding event may require backbone rearrangement to position coordinating cysteines, especially during cluster formation. As with the kinetic rate constants, binding affinities tend to decrease statistically as more cysteines are occupied by the already bound metals. Unlike the kinetic constants, there are important exceptions to this general trend. These exceptions tend to be for cluster formation which is a thermodynamically favorable process and is often associated with cooperative binding. Table 3 contains representative binding constants reported for a range of metals and solution conditions. Only recently have individual constants been reported for each metal bound to MT because the determination of an individual K f required the measurement of each binding step separately. Only ESI-MS methods provide the resolution required to monitor each step of these multi metal binding reactions. In the case of Zn 2+ binding to apo-MT we can summarize the complete reaction in the following Scheme 1.
In this series of reactions, the spectroscopic chromophore of Zn(S CYS ) 4 is so similar from step to step that we cannot resolve individual Zn 2+ binding events. Additionally, the ESI-MS data show that there is a distribution of species that coexist except at the very beginning and end of the titration. This means that the spectroscopic data are simply averages and cannot provide the specific resolution required to obtain each individual binding constant. Individual binding constants for the reactions shown in Scheme 1 were determined by an ESI-MS competition experiment between MT and carbonic anhydrase reported by Pinter et al. 55 Carbonic anhydrase was used to calibrate the range of K f values since its own zinc affinity has been well characterized. Of course, in a competition experiment each protein concentration has to be determined using a method like absorption spectroscopy before mixing since the ionization efficiencies in ESI-MS can differ greatly between peptides.
In the case of Zn 2+ binding, ESI-MS competition experiments revealed that the first two K f values are smaller than subsequent values, where ITC and spectroscopic studies had averaged K1 or 2-4 values and had not shown this counter intuitive phenomenon. The depression of the initial binding constants was interpreted as resulting from the energetically demanding rearrangement of the folded apo-MT to allow the first metals to bind. Covalent modification, ESI-MS studies 57 and IM-MS 59 confirmed that the apo-protein can exist in a number of conformers, many of which are tightly packed. More ESI-MS results from Irvine et al. 52 indicated a further complication in pH dependence of the K f values, which change drastically around pH 7.0 and 5.0 for Cd 2+ and Zn 2+ binding, respectively. Cooperativity has been discussed with reference to the metalation mechanism of MT for 40 years or more. Cooperativity manifests itself as a series of increasing K f values up to the cooperatively formed product. These increasing values are a consequence of more fundamental underlying factors which may include conformational changes and changes in the chemical nature of the ligand as binding proceeds. We can see this effect in the Cu + binding constants in Table 3 where K 4 , K 6 , K 10 , and K 13 are all larger than the surrounding K f values.
Cooperativity vs. non-cooperativity; cluster vs. bead. A longstanding discussion regarding the metalation mechanism of MTs concerns the metalation mechanism, i.e. whether the metals cooperatively form the clusters identified above, Fig. 9 . In this mechanism, there should only be a small abundance of intermediate species formed between the apoand the clustered metalated species. In mammalian MT, the two cluster structure is well known for divalent Zn and Cd 73, 75 and in many spectroscopic studies it has been reported that the metalation of apo-MT results in the direct formation of the M 4 S 11 cluster forming the α-domain, followed by the M 3 S 9 cluster forming the β-domain as shown in Fig. 10 . The implication is that there will be no partially metalated species, M 1-3 MT or M 5-6 MT. However, many spectroscopic methods that measure the MS 4 chromophore are not sensitive to the individual metalation states, so disentangling the spectroscopic trend as a function of metalation status was ambiguous. ESI-MS methods show all species in solution and offered a detailed view of the metalation pathways adopted under different conditions. The non-coopera- tive mechanism is considered to be the normal metalation pathway in which metals simply bind stepwise to one binding site. For MT this would mean that in the full-length protein, 7 species would form sequentially controlled by 7 binding constants as shown in Scheme 1. In the absence of any special effects these binding constants should diminish equally according to the decreased number of available binding sites. Other than the statistical decrease of binding sites, there is no mechanism that actively excludes subsequent binding events. This lack of exclusion mechanism led to the term "non-cooperative" being more commonly used to describe the MT binding mechanism. We can illustrate the spectral characteristics that would be observed for both cooperative and non-cooperative Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ binding to MT for using ESI-MS metal titration data. First, in Fig. 10 51 (A-O) , we show experimental and simulated speciation data based on the measurement of Cd 2+ (A, B and C) and Zn 2+ (D, E and F) binding to the full-length protein and to the isolated αand β-fragments. The experimental data show that in each of the 6 metalation reactions (A-F) that each, individually-metalated species forms in sequence. This means that 7 metalated species are observed for the full-length protein (A and D), 4 for the α-fragment (B and E) and 3 for the β-fragment (C and F). The simulations of three possible mechanisms, (i) non-cooperative formation of the product (G, H and I), (ii) weakly cooperative formation of the product (J, K and L) and (iii) fully cooperative formation of the product (M, N and O), can be used to assess the type of metalation pathway. Clearly, for MT 1A at this pH the experimentallydetermined pathways are all non-cooperative. This led us to ask what controls the choice of pathway during the metalation reaction because other researchers had clearly identified the presence of particularly the M 4 S 11 cluster forming cooperatively. 58, 134, 135 A possible answer was reported by Irvine et al. from pH-dependence of the metalation of apo-MT 1A with Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ . In Fig. 11 52 the pH-dependence of the formation of the clustered M 4 S 11 is shown; M 4 cluster formation was dominant at low pH (4.5 for Zn 2+ and 6.0 for Cd 2+ ). When the pH was increased to >7 the beaded species (M 1 -M 5 ) were observed, indicating that the M 4 S 11 cluster had been replaced, likely by nMS 4 structures (n = 0-4). This pH dependence of the metalation pathways for both Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ is summarized in Fig. 12 . 52 Determination of the binding constants for Zn 2+ binding to MT. For many years the determination of the 7 Zn 2+ binding constants for MT has proved challenging due to the lack of individually accessible chromophores. Krezel and Maret, 131 through the use of FRET methods, determined 4 K f values with some being averages of multiple binding constants (7 K f values should theoretically be obtained). Again, the use of ESI-MS to distinguish individual M x MT species in solution and their relative abundance has allowed for more precise determinations. Around neutral pH, the metalation proceeds by the non-cooperative pathway. For each Zn 2+ addition the Normal distribution of Zn x MT species shifts gradually towards saturated Zn 7 MT with each intermediate becoming the most abundant in solution at its corresponding molar equivalent (i.e. Zn 3 MT is the most abundant after 3 mol. eq. of Zn 2+ had been added), Fig. 13 . 53 This sequential shift in the species distribution as a function of the mol. eq. of Zn 2+ added is controlled by the constants of the single step equilibrium reactions (Scheme 1). The solution of this set of 7 reaction equations depends on the initial concentration of the protein, the Zn 2+ concentration and the values of the 7 binding constants. Previously, it was not possible to separate the speciation at each titration step into individual metalated species, making it impossible to solve for the 7 K f values. The mass spectral data provided semi-quantitative estimates of the relative concentrations of each species present in solution ( Fig. 13) . By fitting the abundances of all species to the set of 7 reaction equations we determined the individual K f values for each step. 54 We then normalized to the average of the values reported by Krezel and Maret. 131 A subsequent 3-way competition between the two fragments and the full-length protein allowed the determination of the relative binding constants. The fragments also allowed for the comparison of binding affinities between domains and to quantify the chelation effects of the full-length protein. The quality of the fits can be assessed by a comparison with the simulated speciation based on these same binding constants ( Fig. 14 54 ) . The important message to take from these experiments is that when competitive chelation occurs, the relative order of the binding constants can be directly determined from the speciation. A very important extra result from this 3-way competition experiment was that the fragment K's exceeded the K's for the full-length protein for the 5 th and 6 th Zn 2+ . Our interpretation was that at this point in the stepwise addition of Zn 2+ the full protein changed from 5 Zn(S CYS ) 4 2− beads to the 2 well-known clusters for the 6 th and 7 th Zn 2+ . This massive rearrangement reduced the K f -values for the fulllength protein compared with the isolated fragments. Of course, with different peptides, concentrations must be normalized with a solution-based method, in the case of using the LMCT at 250 nm using Cd 2+ -remetalation of each peptide and its corresponding extinction coefficient.
Comparing panels A, C, and E in Fig. 14, it is apparent that βα (full-length protein) binds Zn 1 and Zn 2 with binding constants greater than the βor α-fragments. The K f values determined by the simulation followed the trend established by the As 3+ binding kinetics, with a decreasing set of K f values indicating non-cooperative metalation. However, while the relative K f values can be determined reliably by ESI-MS and subsequent simulation, the absolute values are more difficult to determine. In this work, we used the average of the 4 values reported by Krezel and Maret 131 as a guide for the approximation of absolute K f values. We note that the speciation shown in Fig. 14 clearly illustrates the problem of assigning spectroscopic signatures to a specific, single number of metals added to MT. We mean, for example, that the speciation data in Fig. 14 E show that taking a stoichiometric ratio of four for Zn : apo-MT does not mean that Zn 4 -MT is the product, rather a Normal distribution of species each controlled by the relative value of K N . These K values are listed in Table 3 . A more precise method of establishing the absolute K f values is to use a well-known chelator in direct competition with the protein of interest. Pinter and Stillman 55 used the metalation of carbonic anhydrase (CA) with its known log 10 K f of 11.4 to compete with βα-MT ( Fig. 15 55 ) . Once again, the clarity of the speciation observed in the MS data immediately identifies the sequence of Zn 2+ metalation for both MT and CA. In Fig. 15A , CA strongly competes for Zn 2+ only after Zn 5 -MT has formed. To illustrate the competitive binding pattern, the Zn 2+ contents of the CA and apo-CA were plotted in Fig. 15B . After 6 mol. eq. of Zn 2+ , CA competes directly with MT for additional Zn 2+ . Simulations of 8 bimolecular reactions involving 7 sites on MT and one site in CA are shown in Fig. 15C and D . The K f values determined by this competition experiment are more reliable, as the values are normalized to the log 10 K f of CA. Interestingly, while the last few Zn 2+ bound have similar K f values to the data reported by Summers et al. (Fig. 14 54 ) the first Zn 2+ bound to MT in the presence of CA binds with a K f an order of magnitude smaller (10 13.3 vs. 10 12.35 ). MS data reported by Irvine and Stillman 136 showed that following partial metalation of apo-α MT with As 3+ both the metalated protein and the metal-free protein adopted a folded conformation even under denaturing conditions. Based on this result, Pinter and Stillman concluded that in the presence of CA, the metallothionein binding constants may be modified due to protein-protein interactions compared with those in the absence of an interacting partner. Our overall conclusion is that the span of the Zn 2+ K f -values ranged down one hundred-fold from approximately 10 12.5 to 10 10.5 and this is the essence of homeostatic control of Zn 2+ in the cell. The role of MT in providing Zn 2+ for Zn-dependent enzymes, as demonstrated by the competition with CA, is combined with the homeostatic buffering role which requires binding constants that are out of reach of the enzyme. Fig. 14 and 15 54 summarize these roles. Fig. 16 is a complicated diagram that depicts the control exerted by the 7 K f 's on the competitive Zn 2+ binding between apo-MT 1a and CA when both are present in equal concentrations. The Figure shows through the smooth line in (B) how the fractional metalation of CA only finished when close to 5 Zn 2+ have bound to the apo-MT 1A. The smooth line shows the fraction of Zn 2+ that binds to either the apo-MT 1a (high on the y-axis) or CA (low on the x-axis), where the CA is fully metalated at 1.0 on the x-axis. These properties are summarized in Fig. 17 where the five individually bound Zn 2+ exhibit the largest K f 's, and the two final Zn 2+ bound result in the 2-domain structure involving bridging cys-thiolates and lower K f 's.
Determination of the binding constants for Cu + binding to MT. Cu + binding to MT represents the second homeostatic role MT plays. Only Cu + binds to the thiolate groups in MT, Cu 2+ oxidizes the thiolates resulting in disulfide formation and the remaining thiolates binding the reduced Cu + . The inorganic chemistry of Cu + thiolates involves digonal, trigonal, and tetrahedral coordination as well as a wide array of clustered species. [137] [138] [139] [140] This means that when the 20 cysteines of MT bind to Cu + , a variety of structures can be formed due to the multiple possible coordination geometries and the flexible peptide backbone. Like the ZnS 4 , the individual CuS n (n = 2-4) chromophores are not easily distinguishable spectroscopically for the determination of a stepwise mechanism of Cu + binding. In addition, it is known that up to 20 Cu + will bind to MT, complicating the task of disentangling the single steps. The most detailed mechanistic information has been reported from emission and CD experiments where Cu 6 MT, Cu 9 MT, Cu 12 MT and Cu 15 MT species resulted in maxima in the spectral data. 65, 70 However, other groups reported maxima for Cu 4 and Cu 8 MT species 141, 142 and the cooperative formation of a mixed metal Cd 3 Cu 5 MT. 143 As we have described above, a major issue during the titration of any metal into MT is the coexistence of multiple species with different numbers of metals bound. In this context, with the addition of 6 mol. eq. Cu + to MT 1a, species from Cu 4 to Cu 9 are observed in the mass spectrum. 49 That means that spectroscopic methods are not sensitive enough to the specific metal-to-MT stoichiometry and will report intensities based on the average speciation in solution. CD, absorption and emission methods indicate changes in band centers and intensities but the average always blurs the signature of the individual species. The best optical results are obtained when there is a substantial change in chromophore properties. For example, the folding of the protein to form Cu + clusters results in significant intensification of the emission due to the exclusion of water, which quenches Cu + emission. When the protein unfolds at large Cu : MT molar ratios, the interaction with water molecules quenches the emission. Similarly, in the CD spectrum, changes in speciation that result in changes in the chiral peptide surrounding the metal centers as a result of the refolding of the peptide around a cluster are the most easily observed transitions. 65 The complexity of Cu + binding is shown in Fig. 18 49 where the results of the simulation of the mass spectral data are shown. The mass spectral data for the Cu + titration were analyzed in terms of 20 consecutive bimolecular reactions (Scheme 2). For a non-cooperative pathway, we would expect a series of species to form with a Normal distribution around the mean mol. eq. of Cu + added, as seen in Fig. 18A . For a cooperative pathway, we would expect formation of species with specific Cu : MT ratios. The emission and CD data suggested that there would be clustered species formed, likely cooperatively. It was apparent from the mass spectral data that specific species formed with greater abundance, and these species corresponded to clusters previously indicated. However, at higher molar ratios of Cu + , a Normal distribution was observed. Our conclusion was that Cu + binding to MT involved a mixture of cooperative formation of clusters at lower Cu : MT ratios and non-cooperative binding of Cu + at higher ratios in isolated sites involving one or two cysteine residues. The HySS simulation program was used to fit the ESI-MS experimental data using 20 K f values. 49 Fig. 18 shows that the 4 cooperatively formed species dominate the spectra and simulation (the Cu 4 , Cu 6 , Cu 10 , and Cu 13 species). It is likely that first a Cu 4 S 6 cluster is formed, which then forms a Cu 6 S 9 cluster in the β-domain. At 10 mol. eq. of Cu + two clusters form, Cu 6 S 9 in β and Cu 4 S 6 in α and at 13 mol. eq. the Cu 4 S 6 cluster expands to Cu 7 S 11 (with Cu 6 S 9 still in β). The fitted data clearly show that past the Cu 13 point Cu + is bound non-cooperatively. The simulated species formation in Fig. 18 also accounts for the optical properties previously reported. It should be noted that the oft-cited Cu 12 species, which is thought to have 6 Cu in each of the domains, did not feature prominently in the ESI-MS results. It is possible that the previous interpretation of the optical data mistook a mixture of Cu 10 and Cu 13 species for Cu 12 when 12 mol. eq. of Cu was added to the MT. Another possibility includes isoform specific cluster preferences and variation between MTs obtained from different sources (i.e. from different mammals).
Dalton Transactions Perspective
We do recognize that the data in Fig. 18 represent a biologically unlikely set of reactions. It is not suggested that in vivo 20 Cu + bind to apo-MT, rather the significance in the data shown in Fig. 18 and described fully in ref. 49 is clearly showing how the cooperative formation of clusters is dependent on the pH and that the structural properties are fluxionaldifferent pathways are followed depending on the environment ( pH), temperature, and metalation status. Dogmatically assigning cluster formation to MT is not correct; clusters form when it is a thermodynamic product. As the Zn 2+ -binding studies showed, bead-formation takes place at physiological pH up to 5 Zn 2+ added, only then do the 6 th and 7 th Zn 2+ added result in the rearrangement to the two-domain, clusters of the X-ray and NMR structures. In other words, the 2 last sites only exist because those metals that can use bridging thiolates can increase the metal loading in that way. The supermetalated Cd 8 -MT is just the next phase as the 2-cluster structure is lost and a single structure forms. 48, 77 Domain specificity: metalation of the apo-MT. Determining the location of the individual metals during stepwise metalation of apo-MT is difficult. We chose to determine the location of the metals binding the full-length protein by examining the competitive metalation of the two isolated fragments as Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ that were added to a solution containing equimolar amounts of the fragments. In this experiment, the ESI mass spectral data at pH 7.4 follows a non-cooperative pathway and shows the individual sites of each metal bound. Fig. 19 50 shows the analysis of the mass spectral data in terms of selecti-vity between the two fragments. Fig. 19A and C indicate that at pH 7.4 there is little domain specificity with the first metal binding fractionally more to the β-domain than the α-domain. Between 2 and 5 metals added, the α-domain is slightly preferred because the α-domain binds 4 metals compared to 3 for the β-domain. The conclusion reached was that at pH 7.4 for the MT 1A protein there would be minimal domain specificity with a non-cooperative metalation pathway. The situation is quite different at lower pH (5.8); thus, following initial occupancy of the β-domain, the α-domain dominates as a result of the cooperative formation of the M 4 S 11 cluster. The conclusion is that at lower pH there would be domain specificity for the full-length apoprotein with the α-domain dominating due to cooperative cluster formation.
Domain specificity: competition of Cd 2+ for Zn 2+ sites. A more common question concerns the domain specificity during the competition for Zn 2+ sites by Cd 2+ . Fig. 20 50 outlines the different intertwined pathways for complete replace- Fig. 19 Analysis of the experimental ESI-MS data for Zn 2+ (A, B) and Cd 2+ (C, D) titrations of equimolar solutions of the αand β-domain fragments showing the distribution of the Zn 2+ and Cd 2+ between the two domain fragments as a function of pH. The average Zn 2+ bound graphs (top in A and B) and the average Cd 2+ bound graphs (top in C and D) show the weighted distribution of the metal in the specified fragment (domain). The selectivity of each stepwise-added Zn 2+ /Cd 2+ as a function of the pH is shown in the lower panels where if the data are negative this means that the Zn 2+ / Cd 2+ are preferentially located in the β-fragment whereas if the data are positive the Zn 2+ /Cd 2+ are preferentially located in the α-fragment. The graphs show that fragment (domain) selectivity is minimal at pH 7.4 (the dotted line is close to the "0" line until the 4 th metal that has to bind to the α-domain fragment) but α is preferred at pH 5.8 for both metals (the dotted line is clearly above the "0" line for the 2-4 metal-added stages). Reproduced from ref. 50 with the permission of the American Chemical Society. binding follows a domain selective binding mechanism when Cd 2+ is added to the Zn 2+ saturated domain fragments. This means that the binding affinity constants for the two metals span both fragments in their magnitude, resulting in a distribution of metals as indicated in Pathway 3a.

Conclusions
Our goal in this very personal review was to summarize our laboratory's decades-long progress towards an understanding of the metal binding mechanism of mammalian MTs and the subsequent internal rearrangements. First, we should restate that the major property of the majority of MTs is that they bind multiple metals into well-defined binding sites when saturated with metals. However, the lack of specificity in both metal identity, binding site location and even geometry has complicated the determination of mechanistic details. This ambiguity has arisen from the overlap in metalation status and the lack of significant and individual differences in the chromophoric properties of each of the several possible metals when bound. The clearest data were reported by X-ray diffraction studies and 113 Cd-NMR and 1 H-NMR results. However, these data were from the metal saturated proteins which meant that the stoichiometry, cluster formation and coordination geometry were well defined, but that the mechanism involved in the stepwise binding into those sites was not available. The many spectroscopic studies involving a variety of optical methods indicated that metalation is accompanied by changes in the peptide, but the overlap of chromophores blurred the determination of specific speciation during stepwise binding. Clarity on the stepwise binding mechanism was delivered by ESI mass spectral data. The report on the kinetics of As 3+ binding outlined each metalation step and the effect of the declining availability of cysteines on the rate constants was understood. For the purposes of determining binding affinities it was necessary to separate the speciation such that each equilibrium reaction could also be defined. The As 3+binding kinetics provided evidence that the binding affinities should decline as a function of metal loading. This then led to the determination of the effect of cooperativity on the binding affinities. The cooperative formation of clusters was well known, but the effect on the remaining metalation reactions up to saturation was not well described. The ESI mass spectral data provided the details necessary to incorporate both cooperative, cluster-driven pathways and non-cooperative, distributed pathways into the overall mechanistic description of MT metalation. These developments have led us to the complete analysis of Cu + binding to apo-MT with its 20 binding constants. In a sense, the unraveling of the complex metalation pathways of metallothionein and its role in cellular chemistry has really only just begun. We look forward to detailed mechanistic details of the major metals involved in vivo and an understanding of the environmental factors controlling the metalation status and, therefore, the homeostatic and redox roles of metallothioneins.
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